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Washington passes bill to become
first state to compost human bodies
The Washington Post
27.04.19

Editor’s letter

I am delighted to introduce the first edition of
The Daily Feed, hot off the press from a year of
unmistakably unsettling news.
The Daily Feed is a celebration of the global
platform Twitter, and its role in the dissemination,
interaction, and digestion of everyday news.
From Brexit to porridge, meerkats to Trump,
the eclectic and unpredictable nature of these
headlines invites users to contribute (consciously
or otherwise) to a new form of journalism.
This form takes shape by stitching together
below-the-line comments left in response to a
variety of news stories from different media
outlets. The results create a perspective that is
neither one thing nor another. It is a stream of
unconscious collaboration that underlines the
surreal, amusing, and often worrying impressions
we, as individuals, leave. All through 280character tweets.
I think there is some kind of beauty in a nonsensical
string of opinions that appear to unite and clash
simultaneously. Where’s the fun in reading the
news from one point of view? I’ve always found the
strength of conviction among commenters and
contributors to be admired. Now, we can admire
them in an environment of complete pastiche.

While some commenters and critics use this newjournalistic space to create humour or satire,
others impose what could be read as propaganda.
There is no reason these two perspectives
cannot be intertwined and read as one. While it
values each contribution independently – what
brings The Daily Feed together is the curation of
diverse thoughts as a recognition of how blurred
and obscured the news often is. With this in
mind, I hope you can find sense in the narrative
nonetheless.
Each illustration corresponds to a parent news
story, and displays my own perspective. You may
have strong feelings regarding what I’m trying to
say, in which case – please feel free to tweet your
thoughts.
For example: @TheDailyFeed2 is #garbage!!!!
Of course, I’m inclined to disagree, but that’s what
makes the magic, baby.

Edith Ault, Editor in Chief

Isn’t this how all the zombie movies begin?
Weight me down and toss me in the ocean.
I’d rather be fish food.
Oh cool! I can be turned into topsoil.
Maybe I’ll have better luck growing flowers.
Hey I’m in. A lot cheaper than a $10,000
funeral. Just get a headstone etched for
me and slap it on the family plot. I was here.
This is ridiculous! I want to be buried in an
ornate casket that cost at least $10,000.
I hope Granny Smith apples from
Washington state are going to have a
warning label. Will their apples still be
vegan!? Sorry but that is so sick!!!! Really
really gross!!!
Ok I eat nothing but carbs from now
on. Don’t want it on my flowers not a
great idea. It’s just carbon. But whatever.
That is gross!! Who is going to want to
eat vegetables or fruits that have been
grown in compost human bodies. And
what if there was diseases passed from
that!! LMAO. We eat vegetables and fruits
with compost and barnyard manure. Yum!
That’s totally different!! Human remains is
in another category all on its own. What’s
next, SOYLENT GREEN?
Why? Just because something can be
done, doesn’t mean that it should be. Isn’t
it against the law to desecrate a human
body? These are the bills they are working
on! Do something about healthcare and tax
cuts for us!!!! I can’t wrap my head around
this one. You’ll be able to once you’re
composted. Love this! If y’all embalm or
burn me, I will possess a doll and ruin
your lives.
Was this the DEMS idea? They already
wanna pass a bill to terminate a full term
baby at birth, that’s MURDER!! Setting
the stage for mass murder of the elderly,
terminally ill, and anyone the left deems
ha threat.
Now that is something I was not
expecting! Will it make it easier for serial
killers to dispose of their victims? Two bags
of Uncle Mulch, please. I’m sure a 50pound
bag full of reporters will cost $1.50. It would
be great way to make my trees and grass
grown. They also make good bar b que.
The gift that keeps givin.

The mystery of Julian Assange’s
embassy cat: where will it go?
What does it know?
The Washington Post
11.04.19

A

harrowing but timely piece about the flux felines can
find themselves in, when their owners commit fraud on
a mass scale. This is the real story here people. Some
say it was given to a shelter, some say it’s with the
family. We gotta bust this case wide open. Twitter! #FindThatCat.
My guess is it knows everything, check it’s collar. The galaxy
is on Orion’s Belt... actually it’s the RNC’s hacked emails on his
belt. The cat was obviously the brains of the outfit (because
it’s still at the embassy) and no doubt will find another Julian.
Rumor has it the cat is now in the possession of the @CIA and
being interrogated at a #DarkSite somewhere in the Philippines,
amnesty international has filed a formal complaint with the
United Nations.
Going into a whisker protection plan? Probably seek asylum in
Russia. Now Snowden can have a buddy. The cat will throw him
under the bus for a decent can of tuna. Beware the Novachoknip….
STAY AWAY FROM THE WINDOWS, KITTY. #PutinKills.
“can I lose the tie now?”
I would adopt him but he has lousy taste in ties.
Is it possible... this cat is Assange... the Assange they took is a
cat? Hopefully the cat will find an owner who smells better than
the litterbox. I’m glad the cat isn’t stuck in an embassy forever
with someone who never loved him/her. I hope whoever has the
kitty loves the cat with all of their heart.
The real question: Did he smear poo on it? This poor cat will
need years of intensive therapy – just look at that cute face. That
cat is INNOCENT!
What did Julian Assage’s cat say? “Let meowwwwwwwt!” Gone
to live in Paris with the late Karl Lagerfield’s cat Choupette. They
are going to create kittie-leaks. Please let Kittyleaks become a
thing. All of its leaks can be found in the litter box. I’ll look forward
to reading the Meowller Report.
I would adopt this cat. ;) I would take him and I would call
him Guccifer and he would live happily ever after. As much as I

can’t stand Assange, I have to give him credit for such a snazzily
dressed cat. That cat has style!
This has kept me up all night with the worry.

What does it know? It knows too much.
It knows PLENTY, but he gets a Presidential Purrrdon!
Obviously this is a job for Larry at #10 and Palmerston at
Foreign Office in a rare act of working together for the common
good. Project Acoustic Kitty is now coming to a close.
I hear Schrodinger is looking for a new cat, It’s Schrodinger’s
cat, Duh! Assange’s cat. Come on now. A bit like Schrödinger’s
cat. Did it know anything when Assange was there or only
because he has gone?
He’s beautiful, I would happily take care of him. I have ways
of making him talk. And, strangely, this handsome pudder looks
rather like our wonderful Queen.
Im sure Pamela Anderson is making sure he’s taken care of. I’ve
heard rumors for months that she’s actually his girlfriend. Now,
w/ her defense of him it all kinda seems to be true, i think.
I just hope and pray that someone will TAKE CARE OF HIS CAT
WHILE HE IS IN PRISON....BECAUSE THE ANIMALS DONT KNOW
WHAT IS GOING ON WITH THEIR OWNERS. THEY’RE INNOCENT....
It’s England, someone will adopt and love the cat, or it will take
up residence at the Battersea Home for Dogs and Cats, the best
place in the world for person-less pets.
Idk but I imagine #CNN #MSNBC and the rest of #FakeNews
#Media will have endless stories on it! Hell I wouldn’t be surprised
if democrats supeoned the cat. Democracy Dies in Darkness &
We’ll Help by Turning off the Light!
Please don’t tell my wife this cat may be available for adoption,
she only has 3 cats now is feeling the need get her Crazy Cat
Lady license renewed.
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Cannabis could improve orgasms for
women, study finds
The Independent
12.04.19

Annndd marijuana sales just went through
the roof! This study is getting there after a
looooong lapse of blessed orgasms.
Don’t encourage them, some are already in
drugs. If ya have the right man that’s all you
need. Female orgasm. A new handbag or a
foreign holiday can also work wonders.
But men and women can do that
too? sounds like a load of whore to me.
Independent always writes crazy shit. Are
your ratings that bad?
Just sounds like another way of turning
western women ever more degenerate.
sick degenerates, orgasm = sin. People
should study more important things than
this drivel.

No shit Sherlock.
Well it certainly improved them for me &
I’m not married! It helps you forget Brexit
for a while too! It does. These are tried and
true facts, go ask a stoner.
Yes, yes, yes and it’ll reduce the crime
rate allowing further reduction in police
numbers. Only now that big pharma sells
cannabis do we get the positives. When
it was all cash in hand with no taxes paid,
cannabis was the evil incarnate. Funny that.
Bull-shit. So, a man instead of improving
his sex performances suggests women to
take weed to enjoy sex?

If sugar is killing us, why does Britain
farm so much of it?
Independent Minds
11.04.19

Is no one else thinking “what on earth went
on during the testing phase?”... ‘’Have you
any ice cream?’’
Is it true that cbd oil can damage the liver.
I read it in an article. And also increase risk
of cancer and mental health problems?
Nope, it combats cancer and the little is
known about the controversial psychosis
link, it’s more about tobacco and already
having had underlying issues. For some it
can make people more anxious, and that’s
probably a personal issue. Cannabis is not
for everyone.
I’ll go ahead and attest to that. “Why you
getting high?” “To improve your orgasms.
My wife can testify to that!!! Sex has
not been the same since we both quit 6
years ago.
haha, health.
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Rhino poacher ‘trampled to death by
elephants then eaten by lions’

9

Emperor penguins are suffering the
worst breeding failure in 60 years

The Sun

The Washington Post

Nice to hear they worked together. Just
animals making a better world.
Sick of all this new age fancy cuisine, as if
anyone is going to order poached rhino in a
restaurant anyway!
Bloody marvellous news. I’m an atheist
but well done god. Hope he didnt give the
lion indigestion... hows the elephants feet??
Hope they’re ok.
Fantastic news. Good. Great! Best result
of the day. Good. justice. Karma! This has
made my saturday night! Best news i’ve
heard all day (and its been a belter!) Great
news. Finally good news!
After a shit day losing the grand national,
this has cheered me up! Bet they had a
feast... spare ribs, poached leg... hope they
didn’t complain to the elephant that their
meal was delivered squashed. Tenderised!!!
Hope the lions didn’t get a stomach upset.
Go lions! Hope the lions didn’t get anything
stuck in their teeth... I do hope they didn’t
suffer any indigestion afterwards.
Absolutely no sympathy whatsover! Hope
the ones that got away got jailed. Beautiful
group effort. I hope they enjoyed every last
bite. That’s what I call ‘Teamwork’, way to
go, Animal Kingdom!
If Carlsberg did headlines... Carlsberg
does not do karma but if it did it would be
the best karma in the world! Absolutely
AMAZING !!!! Is there ANY video footage
???? Excellent news! Have we got footage
of this??!!
Justice is SERVED! Wahey. Happy days!
Yey. Great news. What a fantastic day.
Beauty isn’t it lol.

Oh no! I love penguins so much!! Oh no!! I
LOVE Emperor penguins! Are you ready
to lose iconic animals? It’s happening.
Humankind causing pollution & global
warming hurts species. Let’s use as much
as possible only renewable energies !!! !!! !!!
I reported this article as FAKE NEWS. Got
anything else you ding bats can blame on
‘climate change”? Anyone who eats meat
or fish is destroying the global ecosystem.
You should like a super hero who
protects fish. Good luck. Sorry but just
existing is the real problem - meat and
fish just adds a little bit more impact. What
about the penguins? Don’t forget about
them ! Excellent, I hate penguins.
Global warming lol. CNN be like: Trumps
new tax plan wipes out penguin colony.
And I’m actually supposed to give a rat’s
rectum... Chill, this is just a liberal hoax.
The short term profits of our corporate
masters are far more important than our
grandchildren’s future. Good thing about
being old, won’t have to live through the
climate collapse that some incompetent
leaders refuse to recognise. Donald Trump
thinks that climate change is fake news, so
it must be because all the mummy penguins
had headaches this year.

06.04.19

Haha. Gutted! Literally...
Being though this is the sun, i was waiting for
“And his bones were beamed up by aliens”.
Hope the Lions dont get constipated.
Isn’t that a shame NOT!!! If there’s a HELL
I hope he’s in it being hunted for eternity!
Welcome to the food chain! Love it. Sweet,
animal justice... #LearningLessons.
This is another case of the hunter getting
hunted. Kudos Jumbos and Simba for job
well done. Keep it up! Sounds like karma to
me... mother nature 1, hunters 0... xx

The Daily Feed

07.03.19

‘Tarantino Does Happy Feet’
These realy are the saddest stories. Stuff
humanity. Roll on the supervirus. Really?
Because some penguins died? Some?
Pin the location, I’ll go fuck these penguins
myself if it come down to it. This wasn’t a
‘breeding’ failure, this was ‘the ice shelf
completely collapsed beneath the colony
because of global warming’ failure. Global
warming is like santa . A myth. Radiation,
oil pollution. Take your pick. If you stretch
a little further you’ll find the Kevin Bacon
connection.
Of course, everything should be done to
help these incredible penguins. We simply
do not have the right to intrude on their
environment again... free sledge rides to
the edge of the massively increased ice?
heat up the atmosphere?
FKN brexit I suppose. So very sad these
penquins are so beautiful x Oh well!

April

Trump video tweet using
Batman music removed due
to copyright law
BBC News (World)
06.04.19

H

e shouldn’t get to use the Batman music since he
just isn’t cool enough, and he is definitely NOT a
crime fighter. He should have waited for ‘The Joker’
soundtrack. way more appropriate.
How soon until he signs an executive order allowing him
to infringe copyrights… you think he’d get a license for it...
not hard and doesn’t cost much either… still thinking he is on
reality TV. Why does it not surprise me that he regularly lifts
copyrighted material?
Hold onnnnn!!!!!! Someone used a law against the president?
Dumpy is lawless... immune to laws... immune to common
sense. Trump just has zero concept of how laws work. All he
needs is a broadcasting license to use any music he wants if he
pays royalties.
Why would anyone think he would care about copyright law?
He doesn’t care about any laws. He probably didn’t make the
video… Lol! Can you imagine?
That’s happened with other president’s who have used music
w/o permission… Fake - It was @realDonaldTrump choice due to
finding out Batman kneels at football games and used to report
to @Comey. Ok that’s what happened.
This is not news. Happens all the time to literally everyone.
same old bbc bias propaganda get the real news you’re not
showing. BBC = FAKE NEWS... !!!!
Only 1 Knight for Metropolis, Thank U POTUS. Every tweet I
read of his, I have the Benny Hill theme in my head :D. President
Trump should use THIS intro for his 2020 Re-election campaign. It
is MUCH more apropos. Wolfmother’s Joker and the Thief would
be a suitable song too. “The Dark Night Rises”? Shit, I missed
that one.
Suddenly, everyone is ok with Article 13.
Highly illegal stuff like this, not to orchestrate cover-ups of your

high crimes & misdemeanors. But not suspended. Hmm. Aaahh
yes we all witnessed that. What else is more in our future?
Twitter suspends presidents account for posting inappropriate
video of Joe Biden?
There you go, a con job in every aspect of his presidency. USA
needs a Batman to get rid of the Joker.
Batman fights crime, Trump commits them. That’s right... even
Batman hates him. This is just wonderful and ridiculous at the
same time.
You have to give him his due... brilliant... batman. It was awful
to watch... Tw@t man more like! Twatman. He’s Batshitman! TDS
is rampant here.
Jesus, the ineptitude… How pathetic. How 45. Russian spy
Trump: The EU has deceived us for many years, we have to
teach them with duties. Similarly, the EU is enemy, Putin is friend.
Only in relation to whom? :) All according to plan from Kremlin.
What a tool, lmao next they will be trying to sue him cause he is
potus. Well that’s because when you’re a #FuckinScumbagpotus
people don’t want to be associated with you #FuckTrump
#FuckTheSexOffendingCriminalPotusTrump.
maybe suicide squad would suit better. It’s also Washington
DC… Comics. Use Captain Americas theme song? Why this
propaganda for Trump? Stealing again?

hah. HAHAHA. Ha ha. Hahahahahahahaha!! (In
my best Joker laugh). Lol. Ha!
The Great Pumpkin Just Got BUSTED for #COPYRIGHT
Infringement. @realdonaldtrump Should Thank @WarnerBrosEnt
for having #trump’s Bat Ass Crazy Vid killed. Grifter gonna grift!
Who cares!!!!!!!! (Fuk trump!).
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A parrot tipped off drug dealers to a
raid, now the bird is in custody

The New York Times

The Washington Post

01.04.19

25.04.19

Morlocks. Gotta be Morlocks. Spock’s
coffin?
Go and check out what is that “thing”.
Maybe it’s a booby trap made by aliens
waiting for humans to party. Obviously
someone on Mars is eating baked beans.
Bet mars is like, “gross, who farted?”
and looking around the room all innocentlike. Just point to someone and say, “Nice
one”. Then watch them turn red. Always
look for the person leaning.
Martian flatulence? Who or rather what,
farted? THE FARTIANS

They arrested the fuckin bird? Jeezus
what more do these pigs want? Dude was
already in a cage... he DGAF!! Free my guy,
he ain’t do nothing. At least his commissary
won’t cost that much.
This damn parrot should be deported
to where it came from but remove all his
feathers first!!! My grandma’s parrot used
to snitch on grandpa when he’d have a shot
of whiskey: “Sam’s drinking” he’d squawk
from his perch.
Main question – did the bird collude with
the Russians and is he going to sing being
locked up in a big cage?
It’s interesting that had the animal been
a dog that barked, I doubt the police would
have taken it in to custody. Dogs don’t
speak English. Or Spanish! I beg to differ.
Ours here in Southern California are
bilingual, ignoring unwelcome commands in
both English & Spanish!
Parrot probably doesn’t like hairy
police alsatians. Do they make handcuffs
that small? They provide a lot of crackers in
prison. You have the right to remain silent,
you have the right to a cracker.
The bird stayed quiet and didn’t snitch
in custody. They took him to zoo and he
still didn’t snitch. They trained him well.
well trained. or they got the wrong bird.
Parrot’s a jailbird now. Unless, because of
his age, he’s treated as a mynah. Natural
evolution in animal criminals. From meth
lab to stool pigeon.

Maybe it is red because of many wars
fought there for planet dominance and now
that it is abandoned, the leftovers are for
the human race to pick up. Matt Damon
probably left some plants there when he
was making that movie. Spoiler: Martians
have excellent camouflage. ET had to
Fart somewhere !!!
But, but Matt Damon grew potatoes... the
Mars documentary said so! Everybody is
trying to grow plants on Mars, but what if is
cheaper, easier and more energy efficient
to make lab-grown meat? Of course, plant
growth on Mars is important but is tedious,
work intensive, and we need a lot of space
to do this.
The Green New Deal removed those
cows from Mars. Don’t tell the Democratic
Party or it will be banned or taxed. Don’t
tell California or they will want to regulate
the methane on Mars too no matter if is
from a living source…

Stop speculating and get me to
mars. I’ll investigate the heck
out of that big rock.
All that Tax payer’s money. Saturn’s moon
Titan has lakes of methane. It is quite
common. No life required. Most likely
underground volcano activity. Could be.
Which would be fascinating.
Global climate is much more complicated
than engaged science thinks.
You should publish your results then.
A moltitude of red cows would be very nice
We have cows here – I think I posted a
picture of one on one of your tweets!

Snitches don’t get scritches.
I hope that @ProBirdRights can pardon
him. HALP PREDICENT BIRB! We’re with
you little homie. Stay Strong. Next year in
EPCOT.
Protective custody or witness protection
program? That’s cute. Our cops would
have just shot it.
It is too hard now. The game of, “is it real
news, fake news, real but just biased news,
or The Onion?” Ironic a bird story came out
in a tweet. Did he say,” ahccaaa crooks on
their way, crooks on their way?!”
I can tell by looking at him that this bird ain’t
a snitch. Stay strong Bird homie.

New York suburb declares measles
emergency, barring unvaccinated
children from public
The New York Times
26.03.19

T

hat’s it America! shove universal health
care up your arse and see what it
does for you when an epidemic breaks
out! Capitalism cares not for the sick
who cannot pay and disease spares not those
who can. You cannot call yourself a developed
country without Health care!
I’m all for it. As they should. Correct! As
it should be. They ban peanuts from public
school because of a few kids, they should do
the same with unvaccinated kids. Agree - plus,
fine the parents every day their kid(s) are not
vaccinated! Money talks when nothing else does.
Even better: they ought to shoot them. And their
pets and their grand-parents too. (To clarify for
the dull-witted: this is a facetious remark)

Science is real.
So is NATURAL HERD IMMUNITY.
Okay buddy.
What about mothers with young babies? To all
mothers of young unvaxxed babies: please leave
ur baby in the car while u r in the shop getting
nappies, Tylenol or formula. Even better: leave
them outside in their prams unattended. Can’t
u see how stupid this imposition is? What is the
benefit of being unvaccinated? How folks don’t
vaccinate is beyond understanding.

WTF does #Vaccines protect against, IF the
vaccinated had 2b afraid of UNVACCINATED?
Can someone PLEASE explain this for all, HowTF
an Unvaccinated be more harmful than the
Disease itself or does S#!T Medical Science feels
that Vaccines were useless in protecting in first
place? It’s a concept called herd protection. If a
high enough % of the population are vaccinated it
stops the mutation and spread effect, limiting the
danger to infants and those of low immunity. This
is all removed if enough people in the population
refuse to get vaccinated.
They may want to, but I hope they realize that’s
not something they can just do. There are many
countries that have laws against leaving children
unvaccinated It’s way overdue in the US.
Thank you for completely missing my point. I’m
all for vaccinating, but in this country you cannot
just ban a whole group of people from public
places, and I don’t care what the others do.
It is if it’s in the interest of public safety.
I don’t see how that has any bearing on it.
What, are the kids going to wear tags? If they
are unvaccinated then they should.
Everybody has lost their collective minds.
40000 people a year die in car accidents but
we worry about measles, because there is a
toxic vaccine that can possibly prevent it. And
why? Because we have had over 150 cases
in the county. wow. If that is not tyranny then I

quit. Authoritarianism = Liberlism = Fake Science
= use children = Kill babies = love illegal aliens
to get votes = lies = Fake News = no border =
tyranny = liberlism and so on and so forth.
I can’t believe mothers with young unvaxxed
babies aren’t revolting over this. Young mothers,
know that you’re not allowed out of the house,
with ur baby, for a well deserved stroll around
the shopping centre or you’ll end up in prison!
How bloody ridicolous #vaxwoke #vaccines.
Government: due to the high number of
unvaccinated cases of measles we are issuing
a warning that parents of unvaccinated children
should avoid public areas for their child’s safety
Antivax: how dare you tell me where I can take
my child, also I demand you pay for his treatment.
I think that’s so sweet. The government
allowing Parents to spend more time with their
unvaccinated children before they die of totally
preventable diseases.
Seems like this could possibly backfire,
as these kinds of conspiracy theorists need
persecution to validate their beliefs.
Does that include illegal aliens that have had
NO vaccinations?
Measles party baby! Hell yeah. Natural herd
immunity.
The chicken pox outbreak? Lol!! Who cares?!!!!!
Lololol!!!
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Want to stop climate change? Time to
fall back in love with nuclear energy
TIME Magazine
11.03.19

Naked Russian man tries to board plane
claiming it’s more ‘aerodynamic’
The Independent
24.03.19

Well he isn’t wrong... mate, it’s just Science.
Did no one tell him that certain items of
anatomy are liable to cause turbulence?
Clearly went on the same aerospace
course as Trump. Bartender ---- I’ll have
half a shot of what he had! People really
need to stop doing morning shots… By
all that’s holy, don’t go giving Ryanair any
ideas!
Air travel today is a nightmare. There
was a time when one wore tie and suit to
fly. Now riff-raffs just wear anythiing they
like. But then, airlines used to serve tea in
ceramic cups and supplied steel cutlery.

Fees for extra luggage are seriously getting
out of hand if you have resort to this!
Looks like Alistair Campbell?...Maybe it
is. Wouldn’t surprise me.

I mean, he is holding his hand
luggage at least...
While your premise is correct I don’t think
it works like that, fella. Every little helps.
Given that there is a time and a place for
making such a point, I think that this was an
attention-seeking publicity stunt.
lol... with nothing to declare :P. Probably

an American. We are so used to government
abuse here in the United States that to take
our clothes off in the airports for TSA to
“screen” us has become the new normal.
The airport security systems in the US
virtually criminalizes the innocent traveler.
Yet the US public seem to be happy
with the TSA’s militant style of screening haven’t seen a whimper of public protest
demanding any better. Nothing to hide as
well, but terrorizing the people with his
baby look. so its OK for the TSA and USA
government to get naked body scans
of you for security, but if you disrobe in

front of other passengers, that’s a no-no.
Strange world.
TSA: There is ALWAYS a place to hide
things! *Licks lips*. he must have had a
really bad experience in his last flight so he
was prepared this time.
the social danger are people neglecting
the right to be naked. No humanity there.
I will protect his dignity first as he seemed
to be cognitively impaired. Freedom for the
NUDISTS hahahahahaa.
Naked Russian still exercises a more
viable theory than Russian Collusion.
Legend.

Hell no. How about we not flirt with the idea
of more Chernobyls or Fukushimas? I’d
rather fall in love with a tiny home and a
solar panel bigger than the roof...
It’s truly astonishing that the amount of
opposition toward nuclear hasn’t changed
since the 80’s and yet the technologies have
changed immensely. Same old arguments...
“What about “x” incident?! Nuclear bad,
Green cheap!” A shame none of that is an
argument that holds weight.
Fukushima was less than a decade ago.
I’d rather not play with fire, period. Why
does the solution have to be something
with the potential to be equally devastating
to the environment? We need completely
green solutions so we don’t repeat the
past. It’s time to find a cleaner, safer, and
cheaper alternative.
Nuclear energy is safe and clean. Do you
know anything about science?
Everyone always claims how safe
nuclear plants are. Tell that to the many
affected generations of radiation, and the
permanent damage done already! The
fallout of an accident is not worth it. Think
before you write. There’s no such thing
as clean energy. Don’t let those energy
companies try to convince you otherwise.
If only they could find somewhere to
dispose of nuclear waste, or recycle it? Am
I talking out of my ass? Maybe we can build
the reactors somewhere we don’t frack,
which is where exactly? If we can manage
to obtain a sustainable Fusion reaction and
get the required amount of energy from it
then that will be the clean energy humanity
needs. Scientists are working on this right
now in several large reactor experiments
& it looks promising. You cant say you
have a drug for curing, lets say AIDS, if its
still being worked on. Inviting this talk now
means countries will just go for the tech as
it is now.
Relax humans! You are soon going to build
fully functional Thorium Power Plants. If we
can manage to obtain a sustainable Fusion
reaction and get the required amount of
energy from it then that will be the clean
energy humanity needs. It Leaves no
choice, only alternative is Atomic Energy.
The Ruby Slippers of energy.
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Eggs may not be so good for you after
all: new study links with cardiovascular
disease and death
The Wall St. Journal
15.03.19

Sorry?!!! Can’t be true. We eat them every
single day. Gotta have em.
Never thought I’d say this... “Fake News!”.
Who funded the study? I’m guessing
Kelloggs or Monsanto. My 92 year old dad
eats at least 2 eggs nearly every day. He
doesn’t take any meds, either. In five years
they’ll say, oops, wait, we were wrong.
Whatever. Since my long term health is
behind me, I’ll have another omelet. Gotta
die somehow right?
I’m not riding this roller coaster again.
There has been so much research done on
eating eggs to be a great source of protein,
etc., etc., etc. Believe this and the yolks on
you.
I’m old enough to remember when eggs
weren’t good for you Part I. This is what
they should do - every leap year define eggs
as bad. Other years GOOD! This way we
can keep track… We’ve become so willing
to rely upon ‘facts’ -- which are one of the
least permanent things ever conceived.
Don’t like the new fact? No worries, it will
replaced next year with a new one!
Food Scientists. 100 times less reliable
than Climate Scientists. No joke. Eggs,
aspirin, and now soda. I don’t smoke but
I may start just because I will know what is
actually is going into my body and what is
going to kill me.
My mother a WW2 nurse lived till 94,
my grandmother lived till 102 and her two
sisters till 104 and 102 all ate eggs every
day and none had any health problems with
eating eggs.

Moderation and balance people.
Who eats three eggs every day?
But bacon is still okay, right??
I gave up eggs and cheese! It was
incredibly easy...and fab losing weight. No
eggs and no cheese? Why live? Hahaha. I
stay away from underground vegetables
like carrots. Anything above ground is fine.
That’s what liars in bed with the sugar and
processed grain industry do, and have
been doing for at least the last half-century.
Sounds like inception dude.
Guess what? I am going to eat eggs
because they are delicious.
Don’t f@4k with eggs. Just don’t do it!

Student strikes spread globally
BBC News
15.03.19

Good! They’re the ones that will have
to live with this mess. It’s a shame that
children have to fight for the future of the
world!!! Only goes to show how selfish, we
as adults/govts, are!!! Change must come
sooner than later!!
Are we still keeping this climate change
myth alive? Using children to push an
agenda. How progressive. You people
do know they will be bored of this in five
minutes and move onto something else
right? Children are better of seen and not
heard. They can barely wipe their own
asses. Yep, it’s Friday, it’s weekend, so why
not skip school. I’m going on strike too, I’m
going to stop paying the taxes I pay for kids
to have an education they don’t get. It’s
too late.
The monstrous scam that is humans
caused climate change has long since been
exposed. BBC and other media should

be ashamed of using these stupid kids to
further their own fantasies. Is this liberals
poisoning our children? Bet none of them
would give up the internet for a week to save
energy, hypocrites all. Poor ignorant children
Brainwashed by old fools. Climate liars
getting rich, now shutting down our schools.I
used to defend conservatives when they
stood for less govt and low taxes, but read
these comments and you’ll see they now
stand for ignorance, lies and hate. These
kids care about their future and somehow
that drives you nuts. Sad.
Yeah I’m sure most of them could defend
their position in a debate for oh what 5
seconds? It’s virtue signalling from a bunch
of kids who wouldn’t actually sacrifice
anything important to them if asked.
If they hold their breath, it’ll decrease
carbon dioxide emissions! I wonder if their
mums dropped them off and picked them

up in their 4x4 like they do everyday for
school. Are these the same kids that don’t
know what a bin is? Or want the same
top washed 3 times a week? Watched
four kids exit McDonald’s and throw their
empty bags and styrene boxes on the floor
not 10ft from a bin. I think it’s safe to say
these aren’t the same children. These kids
are the most consumer driven generation
yet. If they want to show us how to save
the world stop wanting so much cheap
imported ‘stuff’.
Incredibly short-minded and assuming.
It’s the previous generation’s fault for
allowing and supporting consumerism.
I do not believe that these kids desire
free and cheap stuff more than any other
generation. Conversely, I believe the
previous generation is at fault.
Basically then, we should never have
come down from the trees.

What do you mean by that,
“come down from the trees?”
Ask yourself, are UFOs a threat. There is
just as much proof for these as there is
climate change. 1200 years wouldn’t be
enough time to fix it, its all about Quantity.
More likely to be invaded by then.
I actually cannot tell if these are trolls or
are just legitimately that stupid/ignorant.
I’m hoping that all these comments largely
represent a loud minority. I was amused
that many children, whose parents had
got them excused from school to take
part in the protest, actually skived off the
protest and had fun with friends. Thank
God! Normal kids!
LEAVE THE KIDS ALONE.

World Champion
Porridge making

championship:
how to win the
Golden Spurtle
Edinburgh News
08.03.19
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MPs voted on eight alternative brexit
options and rejected them all
BBC Politics
28.03.19

Umm, pick ones nose, see if there are
any fairies at the end of the garden, knit a
scarf, go on a day trip to bognor…
The silliest, stupidest, most muttonheaded bunch of idiots must be contained
in our Parliament. We really ( really )
must find a better system. I have a plan…
:) Put @JeremyClarkson in charge for a
month #sorted.
I still think locking them all up in a room
without food or drink would be the quickest
way to get them to reach an agreement. Is
that an option?
“No, no, no, no, no, no, no, no”... Mamma
mia, Mamma mia Mamma mia let me go....
Theresa May has a deal put aside for me....
for me... for MEEEEEEE !!!! (followed by
Headbanging)
How about doing what they promised
to do? Leave the EU on March 29th. But
that would assume they were not totally
unprincipled liars. We voted to leave and I
for one will never vote again! British politics
should be scrapped. The indicative votes
are & again Monday what a waste & it
gets us nowhere. The people have voted
LEAVE - end of - out EU.
Sack the lot of them. They are all a disgrace.
They debated options for 4 hours. Give
them a chance. They have been debating
options for weeks on end! They haven’t.

Then what have they been doing,
apart from fannying about?

One of Scotland’s most protected lochs
is at the centre of an environmental
protection row after being found to contain
microplastics that can harm marine life.
The Washington Post
07.03.19

New referendum! Why would we be
surprised that a remain majority group
of people (a) vote mostly in favour of a
second referendum and (b) can’t agree
on a way for leaving the EU. Give them a
binary choice. Leave with negotiated deal
already in place or leave with a No Deal.
Largest support wins the day and we can
then move on. They have proven they are
not capable of leading the country so they
should just accept the referendum result
and move forward.
3 easy steps for the PM:
1. MV3 - May’s deal vs remain in a people’s
vote. (It will get a majority)
2. Get longer extension from EU.
3. Resign, go on holiday, work on the tan.
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The Independent
24.02.19

T

wo fingers is not a good idea, Steve. They buy most of our
fish. And surely what you want is British representation
on the EU Commission, Councils and in the parliament,
so they can argue your case?
Steve can catch them but he’ll have to eat them. And what about
the convoys of food that the EU told us we’d need to survive
after Brexit? The fish might come handy.
They choose their ignorance, select the narrative that feels
most comfortable or makes them feel most powerful. That’s why
we’re in this mess - disinformation and 30 years of lies, spin and
scapegoating the EU made the turkeys vote for Christmas. Sadly,
this guy’s both blaming the wrong people and backing the wrong
people. Doesn’t he realise there’ll be more bureaucracy if we
Leave the EU, not less. Assuming, of course, that he still wants
to sell his fish to EU countries. Tell him from me I shall gladly give
up buying fish if we Brexit. Why? Because the likes of him have
proved over and over they care not a whit for the rest of us.
There’s a lot of this going on. My brother-in-law is a butcher
who’s too lazy to want to keep proper food hygiene records and
thats the main reason he wants to leave the EU. Personally I quite
like living in a country where food poisoning is barely an issue.
Yes food hygiene is a scandal in the UK. Even meat hygiene is
a total scandal. Disgusting. I’m Italian and I know Italian butchers
who work a lot. When I’m arrived in the UK I’ve remained shocked
seeing UK butchers. A horror movie.
Amazing this man’s been a fisherman for 40 yrs and he’s
never taken the time to actually understand how his industry
works. Lovely to get a contribution from such a well-informed,
knowledgeable diplomatic analyst. There’s our next Foreign
Secretary... not. And he wouldn’t even be the second worst FS
May has appointed.

Err... Steve, who do you sell your fish to?

“I didn’t become a fisherman for people
in Europe to tell me what to do.”
Fisherman Steve Barratt says Britain needs to “give
them the two fingers” and “just walk” on 29th March.

Why give him the airtime C4???? Good spot. @Channel4News
this isn’t how to show balance... please don’t follow BBC’s
template, you’re better than that!
Yeah, @Channel4News don’t follow the @BBCNews
#FalseEquivalence tactic: “We could of had an economics
expert, an industry expert, & a legal expert on to explain this...
But in fear of being seen as #bias on #Brexit, here’s a racist
fishermen who doesn’t understand the issue”. Has he read
the no deal advice for fishing published this week? What a fool.
Fastest way to crash UK fishing is no deal. 2 fingers & walking
away gives UK NOTHING. Science/security/economy stuffed by
attitudes like this. @theresa_may 2 finger politics is sabotaging
UK - Time to grow up.
It is so selfish, just because it suits his small world view , when
it could be disastrous for the country
Shellfish man
Summary: Steve wants the whole country to leave the EU without
a deal because he can’t be arsed to do his paperwork. But he
doesn’t mind the toffs and twits in the ERG telling him what to do,

or Trump, or Putin? What a wally! Steve, when the oceans are
too warm to sustain any fish for you to catch, and it turns out
Brexiteers are only concerned with getting their fossil fuel dosh,
who will protect you, feed you, and insist your village needs
sea defences?
Any chance of an interview with the 25,000 British tourist
industry people who are losing their jobs right now because they
dont have a work permit after March? Why the extraordinary
obsession with Fish?
Fishing employs 14,000 people. Tourism in the EU employs
25,000 Brits, English as a foreign language teaching ( which will
be very badly hit ) employs 20,000. Honda full supply chain 15000.
The media however have bought UKIP’s propaganda totally and
just bang on about fish. Fishing is Tiny. Almost insignificant, but
politically its held an importance equal to the City of London. It
sort of sums up how the whole Brexit debate is not connected
to reality at all.
“Just walk”. Yeah, like Steve does - on water, lol. Glug, glug, glug
…. A good time to give up fish if you ask me. It’s full of plastic
anyway. And Steve will likely be the first to suffer on a No Deal...
No sympathy for backwards thinkers. Only thinking of his own
interests. Brexit has brought on so much selfishness from
different groups.
As a European migrant I am scared of people like Steve. There
is so much hate in his words.
Come to Scotland and we’ll look after you.
Someone needs to tell him that most of our fishing licences have
been sold to the EU and that he’s walking away from 60% of
his market
He won’t be listening. Almost all NI fishing quotas are in the
hands of a couple of ‘family firms’ in which both @NigelDoddsDUP
& @DianeDoddsMEP have business interests. And so the
corruption goes on & on, round & round ...
Steve doesn’t seem to have a care in the world, lucky man. Sod
the millions whose lives would be complicated, ruined, or even
ended by No Deal. So he voted leave because he doesn’t like
doing 30 mins of paperwork a day. Does he seriously think the
paperwork will go away if we leave?
Sounds like a bright boy.... I wonder if the fish will respect the
line? Steve wants to go back to fighting (and losing) Cod Wars
with Iceland, all because failed politicians like Nigel Farage
couldn’t be arsed to turn up to represent him on the European
Fishing Committee.
Steve’s not quite the Demosthenes the 21st century was hoping
for, is he. THE ONLY REASON HE CAN FISH AT ALL IS BECAUSE
QUOTAS ALLOW FISH STOCKS TO REGENERATE.
Fishing... the power house of the UK economy. Along with gas
lamp lighting and crinoline skirt manufacturing. And tallow. Don’t
forget the tallow industry (about to go into overdrive when the
lights go out).
You can’t get thicker than a Ukip skipper.
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El Paso is tired of the president’s lies
about crime in their city being used to
push for border wall funding.
The Washington Post
07.03.19
Lying about things is the key reason
for trumpy’s unsavory existence and
reputation. Automated lying machine!
Of course he came to lie. That’s Trump’s
brand...it’s what he does. HE COULDNT
TELL THE TRUTH IF HIS LIFE DEPENDED ON
IT #TOTAL TRUTH.
I sure wish I could see Donald wearing a
cowboy hat… Kick him out! Wall or no wall.
Lock him up already.
HASHTAG# here’s the crazy thing,
Donald Trump goes to a place where the
border crime has been the lowest in the
United states and tells them that crime was
high there before the wall was built and
they cheered! They live there and knows
that’s not true! I live in El Paso i see NO
crime!!! Building the Wall be the first. Lol.
Can’t ADMIT that the sector of el paso as
a port of entry has a form of protection 2
begin with & that UNSECURED areas need
2 b secured? why is that ? because YOU
have no problem ? LOL. So confusing...
what is truth?
the elite morons of El Paso believe a
defined & secured border SOMEHOW
IS a personal insult to them. El Paso is a
protected entry port UNLIKE other areas
that R UNPROTECTED from the criminals.
So beyond THE 1s complaining BEING
diMs? it has 2B due 2 TRUMP v THEIR
FAILED CANDIDATES.
Okay I understand. OK THAT PEOPLE
FROM EL PASO, TX. WANT TO LIE ABOUT
THE CRIME THAT GOES ON, WELL, THAT
IS ON THEM AND THEY BETTER DON’T
COMPLAIN WHEN. (hopefully) SOMEONE
IN THEIR FAMILY BECOMES A VICTIM OF AN
UNDOCUMENTED IMMIGRANT!!!!!!!
Wow, you just can’t trust anyone these
days. So exhausting. Then why aren’t they,
and other Republicans, DOING SOMETHING
about it then? Bunch of spineless weasels,
that’s why. It doesn’t work to lie about the
people you’re talking to. Why then did you
let him come there and have his fib fest.
I thought the border officials in El Paso
wanted more walls. You know, the people
who actually do the work. Actually, Trump
was the only one saying that.
Your publication is so full of crap!!!
Fake news!!!

Ski resorts have been accused of
encouraging children to miss school
by luring families during term time
with a promise to supervise homework
The Times of London
06.02.19
The earth is flat.
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This zoo will name a cockroach after
your ex, then feed it to a meerkat on
Valentine’s Day
CBS News
06.02.19

Ha ha! This is pretty funny! I love it! Right the
thing I need!!! God bless America.
HONEY, it’s on!!!! Is there a maximum limit
of how many exes we can submit to this?
Where do I submit the names?? Should
probably offer this deal year round. Now.
Now. Now. And every day.
TBH I find feedeing animals so delightful
I wouldn’t mind if they ate a roach named
after me. Coooool. don’t get any ideas.
I harbor no bad feelings toward my exes
worth the naming of doomed cockroaches...
but I hope the meerkats have fun! <3
Do we get a bulk discount? Hmmmm
... I don’t have an ex but I DO know a few
people than I can volunteer as tribute… so
doing this for my best friend, and her ex
is my brother! How passive-aggressive is
that? Is it wrong that I love this so much?
Dammit if I do it on fb people will see.
DAGNAMMIT why is fb so ubiquitous. Ruins
my evil fun.
DAMMIT.

Brb how much per roach?

Man goes into abandoned home to smoke
cannabis and finds overweight tiger
CBS News
06.02.19

Wow! What ever happened to forgiveness
and moving on? Gonna be some fat-assed
meerkats. Someone, please take note! We
need a zoo in UK to offer this same (or
similar) service using our politicians. (Note:
This is not a left or right wing comment, nor
pro/anti-Brexit. I want to get the whole
bloody lot of them!) I hope they have a
good supply of cockroaches!
Calm down! Hold your horses! Everyone
form a line. They cannot possibly run out
of roaches - there will be enough everyone!
Please have your cash or credit card ready
as you approach the reservationist.
Can we temporarily name the meerkats
Mueller? How about soon to be expresidents? #Trump. It’d take a lot of really
hungry meerkats to eat him. Well, let’s get
to work then.
They could bring those things to my house
and take them down to the basement
and they could have a cockroach
buffet. There’s a lot to be said for...
Just moving on. i feel SO political about
this. Thank god all my exes tend to die in
horrible accidents.

February

“I’d rather not be here.”
Indian man wants to sue parents because
he didn’t consent to be born
TIME Magazine
08.02.19

W

hat a time to be alive. Big mood. First in the history
of mankind. Lol the millennial struggle. We gotta get
our survival money somehow.
U see this sch!t right?? This generation...boy I

tell ya!
Can parents sue their kids if they don’t like the kind of adults
they turned out to be? Parents counter with, they wanted a girl.
Should be a class action suit with 7 billion plaintiffs. That mistake
can be rectified rather quickly... Like for real?
Imagine if this becomes a trend... I’m suing whomever birthed
Trump. No one asked me!!!! Me too... I didn’t ask to be here...
I hate life... I should sue my parents too. His mother said if he
could come up with a rational explanation as to how they could
have sought his consent to be born she would accept her fault.
My parents: I brought you into this world, and I can take you out!
When you think you have heard it all... time to evacuate Earth.
Some of us have lost our damn minds. Stop this insanity and
throw this out of court. Maybe he could sue his teachers or sue
the store clerk or sue the check out guy at Walmart. He has a
better chance sueing himself for failing himself.
A third “person” is liable, God, for apportioning identity. Hopefully
they’ll settle out of court and save us all the agony. Should we file
a class action? Cause I didn’t agree to this shit either. His attitude
is sad. Needs Jesus, hope, and an understanding of the gifts and
talents he’s been given to serve others.
He should have put that in writing before he was born. I am
sure parents were playing sex sex and were not in attention to
bring him in the world. Incident happens!! Crazy! Reminds me of
another fool who sued the good Lord over some acts omission
of commission. AI has come to the same conclusions about
humanity, my goodness, we didn’t ask to be born.
Amazing. If the courts even entertain this lawsuit we are
doomed !!!!!! Anyone know a good lawyer? Coward... No proof...
of denying one’s birth, surely... If we were not meant to be here
... cannot see why we would be... really...& besides, parents do
not plan what they get in a child...past the birth...
Same. But my parents are broke, so I’ll just let them live with
their betrayal. I think people should really consider having kids.
Unfortunately none of us have that choice. We just have to be
the best Us we can be. He has money his Parents are Lawyers,
he is a business man, sounds more like a MH concern, or just an
ungrateful bratt. NONE OF Y’ALL HAVE READ THE ACUAL STORY.
What an incredible waste of money in a country that bears the
infamous label of having people living in abject poverty. If he
wants to know why he is alive praps he could be taught to use his
obviously wealthy existence for the benefit of others. What is a

sort of man in the 21 century?
I feel like this should be on Dr. Phil. Very well but whom would
you ask, seed or egg, until fused even a unit is not formed...
Really? In utero or whut?? Wonders will never end? Except if he
suffers from some rare or strange chromosomal abnormalities
inherited from genes of both parents... as a result of their
lackadaisical attitudes! He has a chance! Lolzz
What kind of bull is this!! Life is a gift!! The greatest gift that we
could be given on this earth!! This person needs some drastic
mental help!! I cherish every moment I am given here!! Thank you
to my Mother and Father for this life. I agree ppl should be more
mindful of the environment that they bring a new life into. He
seems very privileged.

It’s his own fault, why he
ran so fast when he still
a sperm?
Must be on that Stuff. Drugs during pregnancy. Oh snap, I’m here
for it... keep us updated! Looking his 5 minutes of fame and he’s
got it... all I ask for is a little accountability... and a lifetime supply
of loot!
There are religions that believe, you may consented to birth
and may have chosen your parents. How’s he going to prove
either way? difficult case. Ask him to provide concrete proof
that made him feel like not to be born. Maybe just financial issue.
Then just give him a job and a home. He may change his mind.
HE IS A MAD MAN AND MENTLY SICK.
NO ONE CAN SUE PARENTS FOR CONCENT TO BE BORN.
HE HAS CROSSED ALL LIMITS OF MADNESS.
Have the parents got some weird insurance policy hiding in the
closet? Why would you even bother accepting such a challenge.
What a waste of money. Pack him up to a different country and
give him the money you would have wasted in court. If he believes
in karma, then he chose to be here and chose his parents, so he
should sue himself.
Think I used this tactic the first time I wanted my parents to buy
me a new car... it doesn’t work. Awkward, but understandable.
For the nine months I carried you, holding you inside me, $ no
charge! For the nights I sat up with you, doctored and cared for
you, no $ charge! For the time and the tears and the cost through
the years, no $ charge! The real cost of my love is, no $ charge!
Ungrateful wretch!
And that’s enough twitter for me today.
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Woman arrested after stealing two
tortoises from New York pet store
The Independent
30.01.19

Lmao bad lady. This is turtl-le wrong.
Shame it didn’t bite her.
Why is this international news? Front page
news at the Indi. there must be something
they don’t want us reading about. Petit
crime - compelling video = Indy fodder.
Maybe she wanted to cook soup that is
out of this world?
OR she’s an anti pet store chick and decided
their tanks were entirely far too small for
them to have a happy life so wanted to save
them from a miserable existence because
they’d been there long enough but didn’t
want to pay into a system that would only
replace with more tortoises, could be
a positive!
I’m not surprised, the price of them
things they can be £400 each same with
coi carp. She didn’t want to shell out! In a
country where many live on handouts she
surely put her hand out to get what she
wanted. Saddo !!!!!

The great tortoise heist!
She thought they were crusty meat pies.
They obviously slowed down her escape.
Did they try to run off with her? Donatello
and Leonardo, The Great Escape.
The usual suspect. H’mm. Why TWO
though? Id just steal a snake dont want
snakey to be defanged. What the shell was
she thinking? Did someone rat? Did she
plan to flip them? How Pathetic.
Love going into stores and the owner/
worker is looking at me as if I’d steal but in
the back of the store Becky and little Skylar
are in the back stealing tortoises. The real
question is why are none of the tanks
secured? I’m not justifying her actions but
animals wont get stolen if the enclosures
are locked.
Those turtles were not mistreated in any
way shape or form! She is a great person
and made a bad decision everybody needs
to leave her alone and get a life! If this
location is anything like the one in Colonie
maybe she actually saved the tortoises
from being poorly cared for.
And that “tortoise” all a lesson “that Big
Budgie” is always watching

Plastic particles were found inside every
marine animal surveyed for a recent study.
HuffPost
31.01.19
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Endangered Hawaiian monk seals face
new challenge: eels stuck up their noses
The Guardian
06.12.18

Maybe it’s time. It’s difficult for me to feel
sorry for anything that lives in Hawai. But
ok. #nosejob.
Is this animal more or less equipped
to face this problem than All The Kings
Horses were to face theirs? *Checks
date. They were saying this on capital this
morning. Ouch.
Can’t imagine how the eel feels about
being stuck up there. Now Starbucks needs
to ban eels.
Okay, someone at the Guardian is drunk af.
Something about this story smells funny.
This has tipped me over the edge. Read like
an @TheOnion headline. Sad. Next headline
will be “Catholic Priest face new challenge:
hampster stuck up his buttocks”

Snort coke, not eels
Not a good look... No kinkshaming pls.
Every time I’ve had an eel up my nose: I’ve
hated it. Same. If you ever think you’re
having a bad day, at least you don’t have an
eel stuck up your nose... probably. These
youtube challenges are getting out of hand.
Soon they’ll be freebasing eels.
“Eels in Seals” sounds like the worse Dr
Seuss book ever...
For fucks sake can’t someone pull that
shit off their noses, it’s killing me. I don’t
have the stomach to look at or read about
this. Am I the only one who finds this picture
quite distressing?
Eek ! There is a cheeky saying “up your
nose with a rubber hose” ! But not an Eel!
Why are they removing the eels. They
don’t know why it’s there. For all they know
they are harming an endangered species
by removing something that is part of a
symbiotic relationship
So that’s why species are endangered,
parasites that rhyme with them. Ohh well,
that’s natural selection then. The message
is never sniff an eel? This is where hands
get useful. Sorry seal, evolution fucked you
over.
“Having a rotten fish inside your nose is
bound to cause some problems,”
A truth universally acknowledged.

It’s dinnertime in the Amazon. Look at
what’s on the chef’s menu
The New York Times
04.11.18

Nicola Sturgeon has accused the
Prime Minister of being too “feart”
to debate Brexit against her
The Herald Scotland
28.11.18

N

icola Sturgeon should put one of her
Pointy, Tartan Shoes to good effect,
next time she meets the semi-charged
Maybot. You mean she should shove
it in her ugly, moaning, droning, whining mouth
and for the benefit of every sensible Scot keep
it there?
Convincing case for maintaining the Union in
here from Supplicants in Unison. Where wee
Nicola can instruct her branch party to vote the
plan down! I’m sure the EU will be delighted with
this action.
Yeah well look around all the countryside out of
the city of Aberdoom to the other nicer areas in
the Shire you will find plenty of Unionists as you
call them, they are called the Majority.
I don’t think so , laddie ! Why is that what
do you have in fact to disprove my factual
comments? Nothing as usual. Given that i was
born in-between Aberdeen and Inverness in a
place called Moray that voted 50% Brexit. Bring
it on, i am keen to understand and examine your
standards in this area.
So what, there were more living up the stairs
from me, than there is in the magical Moray ! Oh,
and another thing Walker is a Sept of MacMillan,
so behave !
Moray is beautiful. I prefer Macallan to
MacMillan, mind how ye go.
Yeh Marc, this would be a really great time to
break a 300 year old Union that provides us with
our major market; go through a messy divorce

process to coincide with Brexit; start all over
again with a split new currency and no lender of
last resort; then apply to join the EU. Like, way to
go, Marc! Great idea. You should be in charge of
strategy for the SNP...... heh, hold on, maybe you
already are!!
Joe, your insightful, intelligent, informed
political commentary is most welcomed. Typical
unionist comment in fact
Today has become a British Nationalist
Frothfest ! What’s caused this.....LOL!! Looks like
the Scot Nats that are frothing more to me.
Why would Theresa May want to meet Sturgeon,
unless to ask her where the cloakroom is? May
is totally keeching herself at the thought of
facing Sturgeon. All she can do us hide, knowing
Sturgeon would expose the shambles and total
mess May has made of Brexit. It is true though,
isn’t it. When was the last time May faced a
crowd that did not comprise of Tory supporters
and activists?
Why would Theresa May wish to share a
stage with a nationalist? Is that not the reason
recently used by Sturgeon when she bottled
out of meeting the fellow economic nationalist
Steve Bannon?
Brit Nat May doesn’t wish to share a stage with
the FM. Obviously the FM is making an exception
with May. She normally does not enjoy being on a
stage with extremists.

What, Theresa May, the Remain voter, has
joined the BNP, Finn? I must have missed
that development.
Sturgeon is the fake news specialist, Alistair,
and a very feart one at that when bottling it to
call another referendum.
Please detail John – in what way is Ms Sturgeon
a ‘fake news specialist’? As for bottling another
referendum – supposing Mrs May called another
referendum, would you thank her for doing that
in the run-up to Christmas and New Year?

A debate between May and Corbyn
is just deciding which cheek of the
same Brexit erse looks better.
We’re talking about Brexit. Why do unionists keep
harping on about Scottish independence?
Scottish independence good, UK independence
bad. I really see the only reason for all the
shouting by the FM is because she is failing at her
day job. Just when I thought Sturgeon couldn’t
get any more embarrassing. Could the SNP
please grow up a bit.
Corbyn has spent his entire life opposing the
EU. Mrs May, on the other hand, is a genuine
Remainer.
Aye, it shows.
Sturgeon embarrasses me. So you are wrong.
Gandhi would embarrass you. Goebels ? Not
so much !
You dont speak for me. You dont know me.
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Sen. Warren took DNA test to restore
trust in government
Fox News
28.10.18

Who cares. I’m a cross between a green
tree frog and a Cuban lizard. Now that’s
something to talk about.
Uh, mission failed. lmao , No we know she
lied ! 2 for 2. She failed both the DNA and
the trust tests.
Lying about what? She repeated family
stories that were told to her. It shouldn’t
matter. Think about it Obama wasn’t born in
Hawaii nor in the U.S. yet @BarackObama
not only smacked critics with his official
birth certificate in Hawaii and Osama
Bin Ladin’s head. Don’t feed into childish
accusations continue your work.
She never claimed to be a “member”
of that tribe. Only that she’d had a family
member, way back, who was part Indian.
But racist Trump decides, with zero proof,
she’s lying, creates an offensive-to-indians
nickname. So she proved her story was
true. Why did Trump care so much?
Nice spin job!! U are the what’s wrong
w government!! Thank you @nbcnews and
@SenWarren for reaffirming our complete
mistrust in leftist government and media
propaganda. Well done! She’s succeeded
in being transparent. We can see right
through her. I like her transparency so
much i wish she’d just disappear....!!!
10 generations back?... In other words
NOTHING!!!!! She too in love with herself. Did
the DNA test tell her she is part Donkey?
Yes, you’re proud, but it’s 300 yrs later,
and I know you don’t want to be identified
as black. It’s sort of band wagoning, bc
native Americans had no voice for such
a long time as had blacks, with no voice.
But now it’s popular, and all is forgiven.
Headband of lies far exceed one feather
of trust.
Trying to smoke a “Peace Pipe”, but
doesn’t how it works. We needed a big
laugh, and Liz you are a funny person. Sen.
Warren also comes from the state that
believed the Kennedy’s walked on water
also. Enough said. You said that already,
like 20mins ago. Does it REALLY MATTER!?
Democrats will still back her. They backed
Ted Kennedy and he killed a woman. Hillary
Clinton’s list of crimes is long. Warren’s
offense is easily swept under the rug.
Senator Warren is awesome!
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Why global demand for soybeans is
‘destroying Brazil’s Cerrado savanna’
The New York Times
04.11.18

Yeah. Soybeans. That feed livestock,
mostly. Feeding a few billion humans’
needs is a lot easier than feeding a few
billion animals to feed humans. Animal
agriculture is ruining this planet.
Now Bolsonaro will be running things.
Because of the current Brazilian socialist
policies that were implemented in the last
16 years, that’s why. and UK is partially
to blame.
Monsanto & other big business is what’s
killing our bio diversity, blaming consumers
for big business greed and lazy choices,
making us & this planet pay for their sins.
So it isn’t just about what we eat but also
the farming practices of Big Agriculture.
Stop governments arming governments
causing mass migration & devastation,
why in the 21st century are any more
weapons being built... rhetorical... cuz it
makes money ... at the expense of every
thing on this planet. Ridiculous. With our
newly elected president trying to unite to
different ministries.

It’s because of all the soyboys
Is anyone willing to pay us just to watch
the trees grow? If not, get out the way
and let us feed a huge part of the world.
I remember ads on tv 20 years ago saying
by 2010 the rain forest would be gone,
so much for that. But soybeans are good
aren’t they as they feed Vegans?
Lol most of corn and soybeans are
fed to livestock. Another reason to stop
eating animals. Where do you think all that
#Animalagriculture feed comes from?
#govegan #timetochange #Cowspiracy.
Soy consumption inevitably wrecks
the metabolic system in addition to the
havoc caused to the thyroid. It’s not either
rainforest or soybeans. Why not grow them
in mixed-fruit cultivation, sustainable?
Farming was always “meant” to be
sustainable. Earth giveth, Earth taketh
away. Recycle soil, compost, re-plant...
but if farmers struggle to make ends meet,
hard to do.
Indifference , cruelty , lack of mercy are
prevailing?!!
Not Appreciating.

Big Ben runs London Marathon...but has a
bit of trouble getting over the finish line
The Independent
28.04.19

Alexa, show me a visual metaphor for brexit.

